Celebrating your support

2021
Giving Circles at the University of Bristol

The University of Bristol was built on the extraordinary support and philanthropic gifts of our founding benefactors. Today and in recent years, your generosity continues this legacy of philanthropy, which helps to shape and support Bristol’s ambitions for the future.

You are part of an inspirational community of philanthropists who are enabling ground-breaking research, solving global challenges and enriching lives.

Complementing our widely supported Bristol Pioneers programme, our Giving Circles are a lasting record of those individuals, charitable trusts, foundations and companies who have made exceptional gifts to the University. These Giving Circles enable us to recognise and celebrate your support.

The Sir Winston Churchill Philanthropic Circle

For donors who have committed over £5 million to the University

Sir Winston Churchill, our longest serving Chancellor (1929-1965), Nobel Laureate (Literature 1953) and Prime Minister, lends his name to our most prestigious Giving Circle. He understood our ambition to make a better life for the world in which we live. We are pleased to recognise those whose landmark gifts will be crucial in realising our bold ambition for the future.

Above and Beyond

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
British Heart Foundation

Leverhulme Trust
Mr Hugh P Sloane (BSc 1977) and the Sloane Robinson Foundation
The Wolfson Foundation

‘We make a living by what we get, we make a life by what we give.’

Sir Winston Churchill
The Dorothy Hodgkin Circle of Discovery

For donors who have committed £1 million to £4,999,999 to the University

Our University is at an extraordinary point in its history, and we will continue to work with and recognise those leading benefactors who share our vision for discovery and our passion for learning, in the manner of Dorothy Hodgkin, Chancellor (1971-1988) and Nobel Laureate (Chemistry 1964).

The Estates of Miss Sheila D Anderson (LLB 1956)
AXA Research Fund
The Bill Brown 1989 Charitable Trust
BRACE
Bristol Orthopaedic Trust
Children with Leukaemia
The Estate of Dr Nigel J Cobb (MBChB 1952)^
The Estate of Mr William P Coldrick (BSc 1945)^
Dr Jonathan P C de Pass (MBChB 1979) and Mrs Georgina de Pass
The Estate of Mr Nicholas A Deas (Certificate 2005)
Garfield Weston Trust for Research into Heart Surgery
The Hadley Trust
The Estate of Professor Angus Hornby^*
The James Tudor Foundation

There are two moments that are important. There’s the moment when you know you can find the answers and that’s the period you are sleepless. When you’ve got it and know what it is, then you can rest easy.’

Professor Dorothy Hodgkin

---

The Haldane Circle

For donors who have committed £500,000 to £999,999 to the University

Bristol’s second Chancellor, Lord Haldane, had an enduring influence on higher education. The Haldane Circle will help to ensure that our University continues to realise this same mission.

The A. G. Leventis Foundation
The Burden Trust
Citrina Foundation
The Estate of Lady Frank^*
Garfield Weston Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline plc
The Hatton Trust
The Horse Trust
HP Inc UK
The J P Moulton Charitable Foundation
The Estates of Dr Peter James (MBChB 1943) and Dr Jean James (MBChB 1945, MD 1973)^*
The Linder Foundation
National Lottery Heritage Fund
Dr John Rutley (Honorary LLD 2013)
Mr Stephen B Scobie (BA 1986) and Ms Anne H Graham
The Sonardyne Foundation
The Estate of Dr Dorothy F Thrower (Bate) (MBChB 1955)^*

‘Knowledge is of many kinds, and what we have to do is to bring together what is inherent in knowledge and ... appeal to men and women, irrespective of their creeds or positions in society, to seek to develop this quality that was latent within them.’

Lord Richard Burdon Haldane
The Chancellor's Circle

For donors who have committed £100,000 to £499,999 to the University

Our distinguished Chancellors include a Prime Minister, Nobel Laureates and the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom’s first female President – a diverse and illustrious group that is emblematic of our University. We are pleased to recognise our donors and supporters within the Chancellor’s Circle whose gifts help to advance academic excellence and achievements across all the disciplines.

Ahmad Tea
Alzheimer’s Research UK
The Anchor Society
Arthritis Research UK
Dr Gerald Avison (BSc 1962, PhD 1967, Honorary DEng 2016)
The Baring Foundation
Mrs Gretchen Bauta
Mr Simon D J Beddow (LLB 1989) and Professor Lucy A Henry (BSc 1986)
The Estate of Mrs Dorothy J Brook (BA 1952) and
Alzheimer’s Research UK
Ahmad Tea
advance academic excellence and achievements across all the disciplines.

Our distinguished Chancellors include a Prime Minister, Nobel Laureates and the Supreme Court of the United Kingdom’s first female President – a diverse and illustrious group that is emblematic of our University. We are pleased to recognise our donors and supporters within the Chancellor’s Circle whose gifts help to advance academic excellence and achievements across all the disciplines.

Professor Sir Paul Nurse, Chancellor

"Universities are needed now more than ever before to uphold values that liberal societies cherish, that are central to civilisation and to the progress of humanity."
The Vice-Chancellor’s Circle

For donors who have committed £25,000 to £99,999 to the University

Our donors help to cultivate and develop carefully selected partnerships through their giving in support of scholarships and new academic and industry projects.

Mr Gati S Al-Jebouri (BEng 1990)
Mr Anthony S E Allen (BSc 1978) and Mrs Jane A Hartley-Allen (Martin) (LLB 1979)
The Estate of Mrs Mary E Allthorpe
Mr Omar Al-Nuaimi (LLB 1994) and Mrs Sarah Al-Nuaimi
Mr Om Prakash K Anand and Mrs Vivian Anand
Mr Robert Anderson
The Andrew Bairl Charitable Trust
Dr John M H Andrews (BSc 1969, PhD 1973) and Mrs Linda J Andrews (Barker) (BA 1971)
The Estate of Dr Ian Y Ashwell (BA 1950, Certificate in Education 1951, MA 1956, PhD 1964)^
Mr David M J Atwood (BSc 2008)
The Estate of Mr Michael B Backhouse (LLB 1960)^
Miss Henrietta C Baldock (BSc 1992)
The Estate of Mrs Helen M Barnett
Mr Stuart W Barnett (BSc 1973) and Mrs Carol Barnett
The Estate of Mrs Renee M Bates
Mr Richard E T Bennett (LLB 1973) and Mrs Helen M Bennett (Tailby) (BSc 1973)
Mr Graham H Blyth (BSc 1969)
The Estate of Mr H W G Boatman
Boeing Company
Brecknock Society and Museum Friends
BT Group plc
Dr Keith Burgess (BSc 1967, PhD 1971, Honorary LLD 2000) and Dr Patricia Burgess (Mitchell) (MBChB 1970)
Mr Andrew E J Burton (BA 1988) and Mrs Anna-Marie Burton
Mr Peter G Bye (BSc 1965) and Mrs Alison M Bye (Hill) (BA 1965)
Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation
Campbell Wellbeing Trust
Mr Anthony G Cates (BSc 1969, MSc 1975)
The Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation
Mr Ian B Chicken (LLB 1987)
The Rt Hon Lord Chilver of Cranfield FRS (BSc 1947, PhD 1951, DSc 1962, Honorary DSc 1983)
Professor David Clarke (Honorary LLD 2015) and Mrs Judith Clarke
The Coles-Medlock Foundation
Mrs Gwenda Cottrell
Mr Julian P Curnuck (BSc 1990)
The Estate of Mrs Gwendoline Davies
Mr Thomas J G Davies (BA 2000)
Mr William G R Davies (BSc 1971)
The Estate of Mr Trevor T Davies (BA 1964, Certificate in Education 1967)^
The Dowager Countess Eleanor Peel Trust
Mr Robert Duxton (LLB 1983, Honorary LLD 2014)
The Dunhill Medical Trust
Mrs Diana E S Dunn (Deterding) (BA 1977)
The Estate of Mrs Ruth Eldridge (BA 1955)^
Mr George H D Elston (LLB 1971) and Mrs Nadine Elston
Mr Steven L J Everett (BSc 1993)
Fondazione Cassamarcia
Mr Jeremy M R Foster (BA 1982)
Professor Robert L H Fowler and Mrs Judith Fowler
Mr Gerard C Fox (BSc 1990)
The Frances and Augustus Newman Foundation
Mr David T Frank (LLB 1978)
The Estate of Miss Audrey S Fuller (BA 1950, Certificate in Education 1951)^
The Gerald Ronson Family Foundation
Mr Rhoderick P Gibson (BEng 1993)
Google
Mr Michael J Gorman (BA 1980)
The Estate of Miss Katherine S Griffith (Testamur 1939)
Mr Adam C Hale (BSc 1987)
The Rt Hon the Baroness Brenda M Hale (Honorary LLD 2002, Honorary Fellow 2017)
Professor Stephen E Halford (BSc 1967, PhD 1971)
Mrs Jane E Hargrave JP (Harvey) (BSc (Hons) 1985) and Mr Ian Hargrave
Herbert Smith LLP
Mr Timothy J Herrington (LLB 1975)
The Hlibbert Family Foundation
Mr Alister M Hlibbert (BSc 1992) and Mrs Sharon Hlibbert
Mr Raymond Hill (BSc 1934)
The Estate of Mrs Audrey J Hills^
Mr Darren J Hills (BDS 1991) and Mrs Lynne Hills (MEng 2000)
Mr T Stuart Jackson
Mr J M Britton Charitable Trust
Mr Michael H V Jeans (BA 1964)
The John Templeton Foundation
Mr Timothy J Jones (BSc 1981)
Mr Steven F Joseph (BSc 1974)
Ms Geraldine P Keefe (Menq 2000)
The Estate of Mr J Gwyn Kennedy (BA 1942, Diploma 1943)
Mrs Rose M Kenway
The Kirby Laing Foundation
The Kirby Laing Foundation
The Lady Ryder of Warsaw Memorial Trust
Mr Simon J Lake (BSc 1977)
Mr Oliver C Huggins (BSc 1996)
The Estate of Miss Marjorie R Hughes (BSc 1947, Certificate in Education 1948)^
The Institute for Aegean Prehistory
J & M Britton Charitable Trust
Mr M Byrom
Mr T Stuart Jackson (BSc 1973)
The Jean Shanks Foundation
Mr M Byrom
Mr Michael H V Jeans (BA 1964)
The John Templeton Foundation
Mr Timothy J Jones (BSc 1981)
Mr Steven F Joseph (BSc 1974)
Ms Geraldine P Keefe (Menq 2000)
The Estate of Mr J Gwyn Kennedy (BA 1942, Diploma 1943)
Mrs Rose M Kenway
The Kirby Laing Foundation
The Kirby Laing Foundation
The Lady Ryder of Warsaw Memorial Trust
Mr Simon J Lake (BSc 1977)
Mr Daniel Lavender (BA 1991) and Mrs Lucy C Lavender (Bridge) (BA 1991)
The Law Society Charity
Mr Geoffrey R Lemon (BSc 1963)
Dr William J Lewis (BA 1990, Honorary LLD 2010) and Mrs Rebecca Lewis (BA 1992)
Mr Hans H Liesner CB (BA 1963)
Mallinckrodt (BSc 1987)
Dr John C Manley (BSc 1979, PhD 1982) and Dr Jane E Manley (Sansom) (MBChB 1984, Postgraduate Certificate 2006)
Mr M Byrom
Mr Charles D Z Martin (LLB 1982)
The Mary Kinross Charitable Trust
Mr Alistair J G Matchett (BSc 1991, MSC 1993)
Philanthropy will increasingly be a critical determinant of Bristol’s success, allowing us to support students, recruit world-class staff and fund research in a way that would be impossible if we had to rely solely on fee income and government support.'

Professor Hugh Brady, Vice-Chancellor and President
Honouring a memory

Some choose to honour the memory of a loved one by making a donation in memoriam, ensuring their memory lives on at the University.

We are honoured to have received support in memory of those listed below in 2020/21.

Mr Jonathan G Arthur (BSc 1979)
Dr Innette M Cambridge (PhD 2000)
Mrs Barbara A Cheeseman (Bond) (BA 1964)
Ms Valerie R Clegg (Abbott) (BA 1960, PGCE 1961)
Dr Leon M Cobb (BSc 1956)
Mrs Rosalind A Cundy
Ms Stella Demetriou
Mr Michael C Dreyfus (BSc 1971)
Dr Maurice E Foss (BSc 1943)
Mrs Judith M Holroyd (Crompton) (Certificate in Education 1993)
Miss Janet M Lawley (BA 1959)
Dr Adam Lenko (LDS 1952)
Dr Sally Masher (MBChB 1987)
Mr Donald M Neil (LLB 1965)
Mr Michael A Pearson (BA 1971)
Mr N Simon C Roberts (BS 1969, BSc 1973)
Mr Kenneth W Rogers (BSc 1963)
Dr Graham L Steer (MBChB 1968)
Miss Pauline Terry
Dr Edward R H Walker (BSc 1967, PhD 1970)
Mrs Hazel J Wickham (Squire) (LLB 1957, Certificate in Education 1958)

Your legacy to Bristol: a gift to the future

Legacy gifts have a lasting impact on the University, and hugely benefit future generations of students, researchers and academics.

We are privileged to have received support from 27 legacy donors in 2020/21 who have generously placed their belief in Bristol and its people and we are proud to remember those listed below.

Mr Michael B Backhouse (LLB 1963)^
Ms Diana Baldwin
Mrs Catherine J Bond (BA 1951)^
Commander Geoffrey L Bond (BA 1949), Certificate in Education 1953^
Colonel Hugh G R Boscaven (BA 1978)^
Dr Charles Briscoe
Mr Anthony B Cardwell (BA 1961)^
Dr Nigel J Cobb (MBChB 1952)^
Mr Dennis Cockerill (BSc 1953)^
Mrs Gwendoline J Davies
Mrs Ann Douglas
Dr Geoffrey G Eichholz^
Mrs Josephine M Gale (Payne) (BA 1963)^
Dr John M Glew
Ms Pamela J Grubb^
Mrs Anne B Macfarlane (LLB 1952)^
Dr Ian D M Macgregor (SOS 1961)^
Mrs Jean M Magson (Cox) (SOS 1956)^
Mrs Pamela Marlow
Dr Alan J Maxwell (BA 1961, PhD 1965)^
Dr Adam Lenko (LDS 1952)
Dr Sally Masher (MBChB 1987)
Mr Donald M Neil (LLB 1965)
Mr Michael A Pearson (BA 1971)
Mr N Simon C Roberts (BS 1969, BSc 1973)
Mr Kenneth W Rogers (BSc 1963)
Dr Graham L Steer (MBChB 1968)
Miss Pauline Terry
Dr Edward R H Walker (BSc 1967, PhD 1970)
Mrs Hazel J Wickham (Squire) (LLB 1957, Certificate in Education 1958)

The University of Bristol wishes to thank 34 Giving Circle donors who preferred to remain anonymous.

The Estate of Mr Donald E Mills
Mr A David Milne (MSc 1967, PhD 1968, Honorary DEng 2007)
Mr Neill F Morgan (BA 1958) and Mrs Catrin Morgan (Jones) (BA 1993)^
Mr Robert N Myers (BSc 1970)
National Heritage Memorial Fund

Name – donors who have given to the University in 2020/21.
^ – donors who gave to the University both during their lifetime and left a legacy gift.
The University of Bristol wishes to thank 34 Giving Circle donors who preferred to remain anonymous.
The Annabel Arbib
regardless of their background, to experience a Bristol higher education.

Together our Bristol Pioneers are accelerating world-changing research by funding PhD students, advancing educational innovation and high-quality facilities for our students, and creating opportunities for more talented students, regardless of their background, to experience a Bristol higher education.

2020/21 Bristol Pioneers

For donors who support us with an annual gift of £1,000 to £24,999

Mr Darius M Abara
(BEng 1986)**
Albion Chambers
Mr Michael A Allan
(BA 1963)
Mr Alexander Amos
(BA 2001)**

The Annabel Arbitt Foundation

Mr David C Armstrong
(BSc 1960, PGCE 1961)**
Mr Paul R Armstrong
(BSc 1969) and
Mrs Linda Armstrong
Mr Allan Av
(BSc 1971)
Mr Ian J J Baggs
(BSc 1987) and
Mrs Deborah Baggs
Mr Louis Baker
(BSc 1983)**

Dr J Philip Grimshaw

Mr Brian Birkenhead

Dr Andrew R Blight

Dr Jennie M Barrow

Dr Peter M Barrow
(MSc 1979) and
Dr Jennie M Barrow
(Edward) (MSc 1978)
Mr Michael P Bentley
(BSc 1986)
Mr Brian Birkenhead
(BSc 1962)**

Dr Andrew R Blight
(BSc 1972, PhD 1973)**

Dr J Philip Grimshaw
Bolton (MSc 1974)**

Miss Hannah J Boothman
(BEd 1969)**

Mr Roger T Brison
(BA 1963) and Mrs Joy
D Brison (Keen) (BA 1964)
Mr Alex S Brooks
(BSc 1998)**

Mr Richard Coundley
(BSc 1975, Diploma 1976)

Mr Stephen Gaastra
(BSc 1979) and
Mrs Helen Gaastra
(Carter) (BSc 1979)**

Mr Richard S Jeffrey
(BSc 1978, MSc 1982) and Mrs
Marion Jeffrey**

Mr Penelope J E Jewkes
(Storey) (LLB 1972)
Mr Nicholas B Joyce
(BA 1991)**

Dr Adrian S Lewis
(MSc 2011)**

Mr Andrew Sirnon
(Alfred) (BA 1992)

Mr Jason T Katz
(BA 1995)
Mr David K Kelly
(BSc 1989)**

Mr Nicholas S Kirrage
(MEng 2001) and
Mrs Anna K Kirrage
(Dean) (BA 2003)**

Dr Anthony F Klein
(BSc 1965) and Mrs
Janet E Evans
(BSc 1962, Certificate in
Education 1963)**

Dr Ralph E Midwinter
(BSc 1968, PhD 1964)*

Mr Anthony Farr
(BSc 1969) and Mrs
Marlene B Farr
(Brewer) (MSc 1968)
Mr Charles Fisher RM

Mr Michael Evans
(BSc 1965) and Mrs
Janet E Evans
(BSc 1962, Certificate in
Education 1963)**

Professor Sally E Heslop* 

Mr Nicholas H Holman
(LLB 1989) and Mrs Mary
Holman (Earl) (BSc 1994)
Mr Andrew V Howell
(LLB 1994) and Mrs Amanda
Howell (Kill) (Med 1995)**

Mr Michael J Knight
(MEng 1998)**

Mr Stephen D Koehe
(LLB 1968)**

Mr Andrew M Laing
(BSc 1968)*

Dr Julie M Leach
(MEng 1971)

Mr John P M Lee
(BSc 1968)*

Mrs Caroline Leeds Ruby
(Leeds) (LLB 1985)**

Dr Adrian S Lewis
(MSc 1982) and Mrs
Marion Jeffrey**

Dr David Lush
(MSc 1962)**

Dr Peter A Lush
(BSc 1964, PhD 1968)**

Dr Edward H MacKay
(IEEE, LLM 2010) and
Mrs Amanda H Lyons
(Whittle) (BSc 1995)**

Dr Justin P MacGregor
Watson (BSc 1994)**

Dr David Lush
(MSc 1962)**

Mrs Clio J Palley
(Demetrades) (BA 1968)
Mr Ben J Papworth
(MEng 2001)**

Ms Maxine J Plattman
(LLB 1982)
Professor Sarah Pundy

Mr Joseph W Saumarez
(BSc 1994) and Mrs
Amanda H Lyons
(Whittle) (BSc 1995)**

Dr Sebastian O Madgwick
(Waterloo) (BSc 2015)**

Professor Michael
H Malim (BSc 1984, 
Honorary DSc 2010)**

Professor Michael
H Malim (BSc 1984, 
Honorary DSc 2010)**

Dr Yabing Mei (PhD 2007)

Dr Ralph E Midwinter
(BSc 1952, MSc 1965) and
Dr Audrey Midwinter
(King’s) (MSc 1967)**

Mr Anthony S Minns
(LLB 1964) and Mrs Julia Minns**

Mr Philip Mitchell
(BSc 1992)
Mr Prem A Mohan Raj
(BSc 1992)**

Mr Andrew Monk

Mr Thomas E Morrissey
(MEng 2001)**

Mr Thomas J Murray
(BA 1995) and
Mrs Emma L Murray
(Spreight) (BA 1996)**

Professor Richard
R Clements MBE
Mr Adrian J Cooper
(BSc 1989)*

Mr Aubrey E Corbett
(ESI 1961)
Dr Paul S Cossham

Dr Darius M Abara
(BEng 1986)**

Mr John Sterry
(BVSc 1968) and
Mrs Margaret A Sterry
(Huxley) (BVSc 1971)**

Mr Leslie A Stevens
(Forman) (BSc 1973)
Mr Matthew J Stinger
(BA 1963) and
Mrs Melissa F Strong
(Welsh) (BSc 1963)

Mr Geoffrey J Swales
(BSc 1981)
Mr Robert L Sweeney
(BSc 1954)**

Mr Joshua R Taff
(Professor Jeremy M
Tavani (BSc 1982, PhD 1985) and
Dr Alson J Tavani (Andrews)
(MSc 1985)

Mr Julian R Taylor
(LLB 1989)**
Dr Jill Thompson
(Welding) (BSc 1970)**

Mr Martin J Taylor
(BA 1968, MA 1978)**
Mr Mark Teeger
(BSc 1994)**

Mr Peter N Thomas
(BSc 1984)

Dr Julian R Taylor
(LLB 1989)**

Mr John Sterry
(BVSc 1968) and
Mrs Margaret A Sterry
(Huxley) (BVSc 1971)**

Mr Leslie A Stevens
(Forman) (BSc 1973)
Mr Matthew J Stinger
(BA 1963) and
Mrs Melissa F Strong
(Welsh) (BSc 1963)

Mr Geoffrey J Swales
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The following donors will, due to their ongoing commitments, be welcomed as Bristol Pioneers in 2021/22.

Miss Trudie H Alder (BSc 2002)*
Mr Michael D Godden (LLB 1997, Diploma 1998)
Mr Yanlin Li (BSc 2007)
Dr Judith A Thompson (Glover) (MBChB 1970)

* – Donors who have given to the University for five consecutive years or longer.

Mr John Turner*
Mrs Isobel J Wakeman (Dawson) (BA 1967)*
Mr Alexander J Watkins (BSc 2003)*
Mr John R Wanger (BSc 1965)**
Mr George Whetman (BSc 1960) and Mrs Gillian J Whetman (Heath) (BA 1962)
Mrs Susan White (Hines) (BA 1961)
Mr Edward T Whitley (BSc 1976)**

Mrs Rae E Whitney (Phillips) (BA 1948, Certificate in Education 1949)
Mr Donald Wildey (BSc 1970)
Mr Anthony K Williams (BSc 1962)**
Dr Geoffrey K Williams (BSc 1988, PhD 1992)**
Mr Michael J Williams (BSc 1988) and Mrs Emily Williams
Mrs Kathryn Wills (Matthews) (BSc 1981) and Mr Rupert Wills (BSc 1982)**
Dr Paul Wood (DSc 1987)
Dr David A Yeowell (BSc 1968, PhD 1962) and Dr Heather N Yeowell (Grant) (BSc 1961)**
Dr Susan E Yorkas (Marshall) (BSc 1978, PhD 1982)

The University of Bristol wishes to thank 20 Bristol Pioneers who preferred to remain anonymous.
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Thank you for keeping Bristol brilliant
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